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Abstract: Teachers navigate ongoing accountability pressures that target writing in each
content area, yet little is understood about their experiences with or their rationales for
integrating writing into content area lessons. While previous research describes writing in
U.S. secondary classrooms and explains barriers to writing integration, this study
investigates teacher decision making to determine why teachers in various content areas are
integrating writing. Using a multicase study design, we explored teacher reflections to
discern the reasons why teachers chose to integrate writing frequently. Four teachers, one
from each primary content area (mathematics, English language arts, science, social studies),
reflected on their writing integration over one quarter. Findings revealed that teachers who
integrate writing frequently value the substantial benefits of regular writing for their
students. Teachers saw that frequent writing led to students both producing written
products more independently and deepening their disciplinary understandings. Teachers
also saw benefits to their own pedagogy; specifically, they better understood students’
learning processes and planned more attentively. This research suggests that committing to
frequent writing integration can (1) enhance students’ writing and disciplinary knowledge,
and (2) enrich teacher knowledge related to supporting students’ writing practices and using
writing as a tool for learning in the content areas. Our findings also highlight the complex
relationship between teacher beliefs and teacher practice. By looking at the instructional
decision making of teachers who integrate writing frequently, we offer guidance on how
pre- and in-service teachers might use reflection in and on action to develop a commitment
to writing instruction.
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“Using writing is hard. I’ll admit I don’t like it, but this year more than ever, I’ve

seen how tremendously it impacts student outcomes, and it’s worth the time I put
in. The students can see it too.” – Jennifer
In the interview excerpt above, Jennifer described her commitment to and her
feelings about using writing in her Biology courses. Later in this interview, Jennifer
noted that her increased use of writing began as she attempted to adhere to the
changing institutional expectations for literacy in her science department. She
continued integrating writing, however, for different reasons. Jennifer spoke of her
realization over time that the benefits of frequent writing outweighed any
challenges she faced with writing instruction.
The positive contributions of writing and, more specifically, writing in content
area classrooms, are undisputed (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004; Graham & Hebert,
2010; Graham et al., 2020; Klein & Boscolo, 2016; Meizlish et al., 2013; Reynolds et al.,
2012). Research indicates that writing in the content areas can improve students’
writing quality and enhance disciplinary learning, among other contributions.
Despite these affordances, recent years have not shown increases in writing time
or depth in the secondary classrooms of many countries, including the United
States (Applebee & Langer, 2011; Gilbert & Graham, 2010; Graham, 2019; National
Commission on Writing, 2003; Wyse & Ferrari, 2015). Based on a five-year study of
writing in the content areas in 260 U.S. schools, Applebee and Langer (2011)
concluded the amount of time students spend writing is “distressingly low,” with
fewer than 8% of class time spent on writing (p.16). Further, only 19% of written
work represented extended writing of a paragraph or more. In a later research
synthesis, Graham’s (2019) findings confirmed that the amount students write in
secondary schools should be increased if students are to benefit from writing. Most
educators agree that writing is important, yet this belief does not always make its
way to practice. Thus, investigating secondary teachers’ practice and instructional
decision making related to writing is essential.
While teachers’ perspectives and rationales are rarely included, research does
document the type of writing and the amount of writing that takes place in
secondary content area classrooms (Applebee & Langer, 2009, 2011; Gillespie et al.,
2014; Graham et al., 2014; Kiuhara et al., 2009). Factors that inhibit good writing
instruction (e.g., time, teachers’ preparation and beliefs, policy, etc.) are also known
(Graham, 2019). The current study builds on this work, providing an in-depth look
at the decision making of teachers who navigate those barriers and use writing as
an essential part of their practice. With the aim of using teacher reflections to
discern the reasons why they chose to integrate writing, this study looked at four
secondary content area teachers who were employing meaningful writing routines
on a frequent, often daily, basis. Teachers reflected on their practice over a 10-week
academic quarter, which allowed us to highlight the experiences of teachers who
were employing frequent writing, but who have different disciplinary expertise,
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backgrounds, and perceptions on learning and writing. Through their reflections,
we explored the following research question: How do secondary teachers describe

the commitment to frequent writing integration

1.

Conceptual Framework and Related Literature

1.1 Teacher Decision Making Related to Writing Integration
In the current study, teachers reflected on their practice and perceptions related to
sustained writing integration as a means of exploring their instructional decision
making. Thus, to better understand why teachers who integrate writing frequently
do so, we looked to the literature on teacher decision making (Borko, 2004;
Ghanizadeh & Moahfian, 2011). This body of literature considers the factors that
contribute to teacher planning prior to instruction, responsiveness during
instruction, and evaluation after instruction, as well as decisions related to creating
a positive learning environment and assessing students. Each type of decision is
multifaceted and involves identifying the desired end result, determining options
that may lead to the result, and selecting the best option to achieve the desired
result. The decisions teachers make around writing instruction are influenced by
several factors, including how writing integration in their context is defined and
perceived, as well as their beliefs, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), and
challenges faced. The current study seeks to understand teacher decision making
related to writing within their unique contexts. Below, background on writing
integration is provided to consider how writing integration is perceived and defined
in specific contexts may impact teacher decision making. For example, Beach (1994)
found that teachers had similar beliefs, but not all teachers taught in congruence
with those beliefs and instead perhaps learned to act within the context of their
principals' orientations and student characteristics.

1.2 Writing Integration in Secondary Classrooms
Writing across the curriculum (WAC) has been a part of postsecondary education
in the United States and Canada since the 1970s (Thaiss & Porter, 2010), as well as
other parts of the world such as Latin America (Narváez-Cardona, 2016). Survey data
from 2007-2010 showed that more than 50 countries include some type of WAC
curriculum in their higher education systems (Thaiss, 2012). In the last several
decades, examinations of adolescent literacy practice in the United States have
illuminated the significance of an integrated approach to literacy and content area
instruction in secondary schools (Applebee & Langer, 2013; Bean, 2000; ILA, 2017).
According to Shanahan and Shanahan (2008), the need for “advanced literacy in
America’s economic, social, and civic life” continues to increase (p. 56).
Furthermore, the nation-wide U.S. implementation of the Common Core State
Standards refocused attention to writing in the content areas within the K-12
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context (National Governors’ Association Center for Best Practices [NGA] & Council
of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2010). More specifically, students are
expected to consistently write in each discipline for a range of tasks and audiences
over shorter and extended time frames (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). This shifting
paradigm in U.S. secondary education recognizes a “shared responsibility” among
all teachers to integrate literacy more strategically, including writing for a variety of
purposes (National Council of Teachers of English, 2011; Thaiss & Porter, 2010).
Debates about these standards and about the intricacies of content area literacy
integration (Collin, 2014), including how secondary teachers might define and
approach writing in their classrooms, endure. However, some U.S.-based
organizations, such as the National Writing Project (NWP) continue offering writing
support to teachers across contexts (Whitney & Sarraga-Lopez, 2019).
For the purpose of this study, which was situated in the U.S. public school
system, writing integration was recognized as both informal, or “writing to learn”
(Brozo & Crain, 2017; Ray et al., 2016), and more formal, or “learning to write”
(Mancho´n, 2011). Both have important implications in the content areas depending
on the student learning outcome. Writing to learn allows for processing of and
immediate reflections on disciplinary learning, while learning to write allows for
opportunities to draft and revise discipline-specific written products. A third type
of writing has also been suggested. According to the disciplinary writing framework
created by Drew and colleagues (2017), a comprehensive approach to writing in
secondary classrooms includes the following three components: (1) foundational
composition, or writing to learn disciplinary content; (2) intermediate composition,
or learning to write for general audiences; and (3) disciplinary composition, or
learning to write in discipline-specific ways. However, the way a teacher perceives
these components, and makes decisions around them, can be influenced by their
context, as well as their beliefs and knowledge.

1.3 Teacher Beliefs, Knowledge, and Challenges Related to Writing
Integration
Broadly, instructional decision making in secondary classrooms often revolves
around a classroom culture defined by the teacher’s beliefs (Jenkins, 2018). Studies
show that preservice and in-service teachers’ beliefs about knowing relate to their
beliefs about learning, and these epistemological beliefs relate to instructional
decisions (McCarthey & Mkhize, 2013; Neely, 2014). Regarding writing instruction,
teachers’ theoretical orientations, or their perspectives on the nature of knowledge,
learning, and instruction within a specific discipline, can impact their teaching
(Moje, 2015; Troia et al., 2011). Both the amount and quality of writing instruction
present in content area classrooms has been predicted by teachers’ preparation,
self-efficacy, and beliefs (Gillespie et al., 2014; Gilbert & Graham, 2010). Survey data
from a year-long study in an urban elementary school showed that teachers had a
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stable sense of teaching efficacy and viewed writing instruction as important. These
beliefs were explicitly tied to their practice. For example, teachers with higher levels
of perceived teaching competence generally executed more research-based writing
practices. Similarly, Berry (2006) found that teachers adapted their writing
instruction in ways that connected with their implicit theories about teaching,
learning, and disability. While the relationship between beliefs and actions is
deemed as cause–effect, Yang (2015) suggests that this relationship may be
reciprocal. In other words, beliefs and practices inform each other.
Beliefs, then, can influence if a teacher finds writing to be a relevant aspect of
secondary classrooms (Jenkins, 2018), and writing practice may affect teacher
beliefs about writing. Thus, the relationship between beliefs about writing and
writing instruction may be an especially important consideration when looking at
writing in the content areas. Content area teachers are often apprehensive about
any form of literacy integration (Cantrell & Callaway, 2008; Fisher & Ivey, 2005;
Tschannen-Moran et al. 1998) and are unsure how to promote positivity or respond
to negativity related to students' affect around writing (Wilcox & Jeffrey, 2015). The
ability of a teacher to include writing and writing instruction in a classroom with
efficacy and success depends on the teacher’s beliefs and attitudes about writing,
as well as their capacity to develop instructional activities (Daisy, 2009).
Subsequently, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) related to literacy, and more
specifically, writing, plays a significant role in the teacher decision making of
secondary content area teachers. PCK is the culmination of a teacher’s content
knowledge and their knowledge of strategic ways to teach that content (Shulman,
1986). Expert teachers who have a deep understanding of their discipline also have
a cognitive roadmap to guide their instructional decisions (Lillge, 2012).
While research documents the relationship between teacher beliefs, PCK,
instructional decision making, and practice related to writing, findings are not
conclusive. Some studies show a misalignment between teachers’ beliefs and their
practice. Phipps and Borg (2009) and Li and Walsh (2011) studied teachers in Turkey
and China, respectively. They identified tensions between teachers’ beliefs about
teaching grammar and technology and their related instruction. In other words, the
teachers had specific beliefs about learning that conflicted with their observed
practice. Similarly, even many teachers who believe that writing promotes students’
learning of content knowledge spend little time on student writing (Applebee &
Langer, 2011). This mismatch may be related to systemic constraints. Troia and
Maddox (2004) identified several other challenges to delivering effective writing
instruction that likely also impact instructional decision making: (a) expansive
subject content, (b) large class sizes, (c) variation in students’ abilities, (d) decreased
student motivation, (e) meeting the needs of many students, and (f) ineffective
district-mandated writing curriculum.
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1.4 Impact of Writing Integration on Student Learning
Integrating writing and content area learning is important due to the impact on
students’ writing abilities, disciplinary understanding, and disciplinary skill
development. The quality and frequency of writing integration in the content areas
can positively influence a student’s writing capabilities. Evidence-based practices
such as explicit isolated strategy instruction, process writing, integrated practice
with skills and knowledge in embedded activities, and the use of writing as a social
process (Graham & Perin, 2007; Klein & Boscolo, 2016), have been shown to
significantly improve adolescents’ writing quality across content areas. Relatedly,
studies on science writing have found writing improvement when teachers support
students with writing for different purposes (e.g., inform or persuade) and using
different genres (e.g., lab reports or research articles) (Hand & Prain, 2002). Both the
use of evidence-based practices and an increase in writing frequency can make a
difference. According to Lawrence and colleagues (2013), teachers should
“consider daily writing practice to be the diet that prepares novice writers to
produce the analytic writing genres indicative of each discipline” (p. 9). Findings
from true and quasi-experiments suggest that students become better writers by
writing frequently (Graham et al., 2012). Just a modest increase in the amount
students write—about 45 minutes per week—can enhance students’ reading and
writing performance (Graham & Hebert, 2010; Graham, Harris, & Santangelo, 2015).
For example, Graham et al. (2016) found that the quality of students’ written text was
improved based on the amount of time students spent writing and the variety of
purposes for which they wrote. In addition to increasing writing proficiency, writing
integration is also a tool for promoting students’ disciplinary learning (Gabriel &
Dostal, 2015) and engagement in each discipline (Graham et al., 2020; Klein &
Boscolo, 2016; Rivard, 1994).
A review explaining trends in writing to learn research described the effects of
writing on learning as reliable (Klein & Boscolo, 2016). In a more recent metaanalysis of 56 studies, writing about content reliably enhanced learning (effect size
d = 0.30), with equal effectiveness at improving learning in science, social studies,
and mathematics, across all grade levels (Graham et. al, 2020). This may be even
more true for students who lack writing motivation or who struggle with
disciplinary content (Wright et al., 2019). Writing can promote disciplinary
understanding in the initial stages of the learning process by aiding students with
drawing on what they already know (Applebee & Langer, 2013) and gathering and
transmitting new information (Graham et al. 2012). Further, writing can internalize
and deepen students’ disciplinary knowledge (Graham et al., 2020). Examples
include explaining concepts (Powell et al., 2017), exploring unexamined
assumptions, having ideas available for evaluation (Graham et al. 2012), and
reflecting on learning (Applebee & Langer, 2013). Survey data from over 70,000
university students revealed that frequent and targeted writing resulted in higher-
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order, integrative, and reflective learning (Anderson et al., 2017). In content area
classrooms, skilled writers are also more adept at using writing to extend learning,
such as to make connections across learned content (Graham et al. 2012), than their
peers who struggle with writing (Graham, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012). For students
ranging from elementary school (Klein & Kilpatrick, 2010) to university (Luna et al.,
2020), the quality of argument writing improved related to integrating multiple
perspectives and accounted for posttest knowledge on the same topics. Similarly,
Sampson and colleagues (2013) discovered that when middle and high school
students had opportunities to practice authentic science-specific writing tasks and
receive feedback on their writing, gains in both writing quality and science
knowledge were seen. Perhaps most notable, fifth graders who received a writing
intervention during new science and history units reached a deeper conceptual
understanding in each individual discipline, as well as more advanced
metaconceptual awareness of their learning (Boscolo & Mason, 2001). These results
suggest that even young learners can transfer writing skills across contents to
enhance their learning and their understanding of each discipline.
Writing can also help students understand the uniqueness of each discipline
and develop discipline-specific skills. The writing process makes student thinking
visible (Biggs & Tang, 2011; Hattie, 2009; Reynolds et al., 2012) and allows students to
apply their disciplinary knowledge. This offers pedagogical benefits to teachers
related to assessing student learning and development (Hand & Prain, 2002).
Through writing, students can practice thinking like disciplinary experts (Corcelles
& Castello, 2017; Meizlish et al., 2013), considering the unique language demands of
each discipline (Townsend et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2004), and discussing
discipline-specific information (Boscolo & Mason, 2001). Several studies with
undergraduate Biology students highlight ways that writing enhances disciplinary
skill (Quitadamo & Kurtz, 2007; Quitadamo et al., 2008). Students' scientific writing
(e.g., lab reports and inquiry-based writing) significantly improved their inference,
evaluation, and analysis skills and was related to their critical thinking skills.
Similarly, source-based writing tasks have improved adolescents’ historical thinking
skills. In a recent study, 31% of variance in the overall historical quality of students’
writing (i.e., students’ complex, contextualized historical thinking) was explained by
engaging in source-based writing tasks (Monte-Sano & De La Paz, 2012). van Drie,
Braaksma, and van Boxtel (2015) also found that discipline-specific writing
instruction improved the use of meta-concepts, one aspect of historical reasoning,
by 11th grade students. Overall, according to Klein and Boscolo’s (2016) research
synthesis, writing helps students develop forms of reasoning specific to given
disciplines, understand reflective learning in the professions, and begin to form
their professional identity.
In sum, research points to writing in the content areas as benefiting students in
several ways (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004; Graham & Perin, 2007; Graham & Hebert,
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2010; Reynolds et al., 2012. However, writing research across different grade levels
has also shown varying results related to what factors may influence the
effectiveness of writing and writing instruction in promoting students’ writing skill
and disciplinary understanding. Various outside of school circumstances (e.g.,
poverty, genetics, biological functioning, Graham, 2018) can impact how writing
plays a role in student learning. Additionally, grade level, minutes per in-class
writing task, and presence of metacognitive prompts moderated the effects of
writing on learning in Bangert-Drowns and colleagues’ (2004) meta-analysis of
writing to learn interventions in first grade through college classes. On the other
hand, Graham et al. (2020) meta-analysis found that the effectiveness of writing to
learn was not influenced by the features of writing activities, instruction, or
assessment, for grades 1-12. In other words, while it is clear that writing to learn
tasks result in positive learning gains, it appears there is no one correct way to
facilitate those tasks, and many children do not receive the writing instruction at
school that they deserve or need (Graham, 2019). Investigating how teachers who
do integrate writing plan their instruction and reflect on students' responses, the
goal of the current study, can be instructive for teachers and teacher educators,
potentially resulting in more equitable experiences with writing in K-12 settings.

2. The Current Study
Previous research depicts the type and amount of writing that takes place in
secondary content area classrooms (Applebee & Langer, 2009, 2011; Gillespie,
Graham, Kiuhara, & Hebert, 2014; Graham, Capizzi, Harris, Hebert, & Morphy, 2014;
Kiuhara, Graham, & Hawken, 2009), as well as factors that may inhibit good writing
instruction (Graham, 2019). However, most of these studies include surveys about
writing practice (Gilbert & Graham, 2010), with a few observational studies focused
on examining writing practice (e.g., Applebee & Langer, 2011). The current study
extends these lines of inquiry, providing a more in-depth look at teachers’
perspectives on why they value and use writing as an essential part of their practice.
The primary aim of this study was to explore teacher reflections to discern the
reasons why teachers chose to integrate writing. While the field offers research
suggesting relationships between teachers' decision making and their writing
practice, scarcely any research has involved content area teachers sharing their own
decision-making processes as they engage in frequent writing integration. The
purpose of this study, then, was to better understand the rationales behind
secondary teachers’ frequent writing integration. Learning from teachers
themselves about how they decide what to do and when, and how they interpret
students' responses, can provide essential information for both pre- and in-service
teacher education. Therefore, the research question for this study was: How do

secondary teachers describe the commitment to frequent writing integration?
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3. Methodology and Methods
Multicase study design (“collective case study” per Stake, 1995) was used in this
study, as it honored the need to describe teachers’ experiences within their distinct
content areas and school contexts using a replication strategy. Case study research
is used to obtain an in-depth understanding of a small number of individuals,
problems, or situations. In this study, a case included one teacher and one focal
class, in which writing was integrated frequently and reflected upon consistently.
This design also allowed for exploring teacher decision making around writing
integration without manipulating the classroom setting (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2014).
Focusing on the “why” of teachers’ individual behaviors allowed for an exploration
of the reasons behind teacher instructional decisions and an explanation based on
teachers' reflections over time. Below, we outline our setting and participants, data
collection, and data analysis.

3.1 Setting and Participants
The study took place in a large school district housed in a midsized city in the
western U.S. The district included over 100 schools and over 66,000 students, 16%
of whom were designated as English Language Learners (ELL) and 13% of whom
were on Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs), which are plans developed to
support students who are receiving special education services (U.S. Department of
Education Institute of Education Sciences, 2017). To allow for a representative
snapshot of the teachers’ practices, this study took place over one quarter, which
was 10 weeks and approximately 50 instructional days.

Teacher Selection
Purposeful sampling methods were used to identify teacher participants
representing ‘‘information-rich’’ cases (Palinkas et al. 2015, p. 534). Working with
teachers who prioritized writing was the main goal of recruitment; thus, teachers
known from previous literacy-related initiatives were contacted. This allowed us to
describe teacher perspectives who were committed to and frequently integrating
writing. Four secondary teachers, each representing a different primary content
area and working at a different school in the district, were chosen to provide
multiple perspectives from different contexts. Our inclusion criteria were that
teachers:
 Expressed commitment to frequent writing integration, with the goal to
integrate writing daily;
 Set specific goals for writing integration;
 Taught in one of the four primary content areas;
 Had three or more years of teaching.
The teachers, their focal classes, and their goals for writing are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Teacher descriptions
Teacher
Jennifer

Content
Area
Science

Focal Course

Experience*

Degree(s) held

Biology I

17 (7)

Bachelor’s in Biology

“My goal for the year is a combination of increasing the amount of

Master’s in Secondary

writing students do regularly and increasing the depth of their

Education

Plans/Goals for the Writing in the Upcoming Quarter

Typical Way Writing was Integrated
• Working on projects that involved students
applying what they learned by using writing

writing.”

and images
• Having students apply content knowledge
to unfamiliar situations through writing

Ashley

Brittany

Math

English

Precalculus

7 (4)

Bachelor’s in Secondary

“My goal is to both increase the amount of writing I integrate,

with

Education

especially as I have never taught this subject before, and also add

Trigonometry

(Mathematics)

depth to students’ writing. In math, there often isn't any writing at

Master’s in Secondary

all! I also hope to focus on using more writing, not just discussion to

Education

have students explaining why, in addition to being able to work out

• Describing the steps for how to graph
functions before and after the graphing
process
• Using writing to explain why, not just be
able to work problems

problems. I also want to use writing for the small things.”

•
• Making connections between history and

Bachelor’s in Secondary

“My goal this year is to add depth to my writing instruction. I want to

American

Education (English)

maintain the amount of writing I do with my classes but deepen the

Studies

Master’s in Literacy

intensity and the length of students’ writing. I’m also thinking of

(English)

Studies

giving a prompt towards the beginning of the year to see where

variety of writing tasks such as podcast

students are at and letting their performance guide our planning

scripts, research proposals, and outlines

Honors

5 (5)

literature in their writing
• Having students explore content through a

throughout the term.”
Craig

Social

Advanced

Bachelor’s in Secondary

“My kids would benefit from more writing and depth followed up

Studies

Placement

Education (Social

with a lot more feedback. My goal is to sustain the writing I have

U.S. History

Studies)

established in years past, but also to integrate better/quicker

Master’s in Secondary

feedback to my students. Reading and providing meaningful

15 (7)

Education

feedback is difficult in an AP class, but it needs to be done in order
for students to grow. I need to have a clearer picture in my mind at
the beginning for what this will look like.”

*Note: Experience is shown as total years, with years in focal class in parenthesis.

• Engaging in small group discussions and
collaborative writing
• Practicing the use of writing to inform and
convince other people
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Also, a few notes describing typical ways writing was integrated into the teachers’
classrooms are included. Each teacher felt they used writing daily in some capacity
but hoped to use writing more meaningfully or more often. Thus, the term
“frequent” is used throughout this paper to depict the participants’ daily goals for
writing integration.

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis
Several techniques were employed to establish trustworthiness in this study. We
conducted the study throughout a full academic quarter of teaching and learning.
Through extended time with the teachers, and through looking at teachers in
different districts, our data collection was robust and included representation of
different teaching contexts. Additionally, purposive sampling and thick description
of each case promote transferability. We also gathered data systematically from a
variety of sources over time. To ensure credibility, we detail the steps taken during
data collection and analysis below (Yin, 2014). Further, the researchers met regularly
to discuss emergent findings during data collection and analysis. We also reviewed
the themes independently throughout data analysis to ensure representation of the
data set. We recognize that our data are drawn from reflections and interviews,
meaning findings are drawn in large part from self-report. However, we triangulated
teachers’ perspectives by looking at their reflections from multiple points
throughout the semester, including before the semester began, weekly during the
semester, and at the conclusion of the semester. Despite the potential limitations
of self-reported data (Shavelson, Webb, & Burstein, 1986), having teachers
consistently reflect throughout the semester provided the most authentic picture
of teachers’ instructional decision making while they were frequently integrating
writing.

Data Sources
Consistent with case study design, multiple data sources were collected for each
teacher with the purpose of documenting decision making (Yin, 2014). Data
collection was designed to encourage teachers to engage in authentic reflection
around their decision-making processes that were rooted in concrete experiences
via daily instructional logs and observed lessons. Reflection-in-action, or reflecting
on behavior as it happens, allowed teachers to consider what they were thinking,
feeling, and doing as they integrated writing (Schon, 1983) and why they were
making these choices. Teachers reflected on their practice weekly, monthly, and at
other increments throughout the quarter. Data collection (described in Table 2)
began with a pre-term qualitative survey to document teachers’ perceptions about
writing integration and about the writing climate of previous courses taught. Preterm meetings included discussions of the teachers’ goals and plans for writing over
the upcoming quarter. When the term began, teachers documented their daily
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practice by submitting instructional logs that included 1.) the type of writing
students engaged in; 2.) a description of the instruction provided for that writing;
3.) the amount of time spent on student writing and related instruction; and 4.) the
purpose for instructional decisions around writing.
Table 2. Data Collection

1

2

Type of Data

Description of Teacher Participation

Pre-Quarter Meeting

Described goals and

Notes

plans for quarter

Open-Ended Surveys

Documented writing climate and

Per
Teacher

Total

1

4

3

12

10

40

10

40

10

40

3

12

3

12

teacher perceptions (Beginning,
middle, and end of quarter)
3

4

5

Daily Instructional

Submitted weekly to explain daily

Logs

writing integration

Weekly Written

Reflected on daily

Reflections

instructional logs

Weekly Journal

Responded to prompt eliciting

Prompt Responses

reflection on the quarter more
broadly

6

Teaching Observation

Provided a point of

Protocols/Notes

discussion/reflection for interviews
(Beginning, middle, and end of
quarter)

7

Individual In-Person

Reflected on observations (Beginning,

Interviews

middle, and end of quarter)

Data Analysis
Data analysis involved a thematic approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006), which allowed
us to make sense of shared meanings and experiences (Braun & Clarke, 2012). A
multi-phase iterative process for thematic analysis, explained below, was employed
that prioritized describing the teachers’ decision making around integrated writing.
The aim of this study was exploring teacher reflections to discern the reasons why
teachers chose to integrate writing. To do so, we completed within-case and cross-
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case analyses to highlight both teachers’ unique and collective reflections (Braun &
Clarke, 2012).
Within case analysis began with the familiarization phase (Braun & Clarke, 2012).
Participant case study tables (Miles & Huberman, 1994) were created to compile
teachers’ experience and education, teaching assignments, and focal class
descriptions. This provided the researchers a better understanding of the teachers
and their contexts. Next, individual spreadsheets were created for each teacher to
organize the data and document within-case noticings. The first iteration of data
analysis included reading through each teacher’s full data set to note
commonalities for that teacher across data sources, identifying reasons for
integrating writing that were mentioned in multiple data sources. Using a deductive
approach, the researchers brought a set of ideas to the data (Braun & Clarke, 2012)
that were in alignment with Yang’s (2015) view that beliefs and practice inform each
other. Because our teachers were committed to frequent writing integration, we
knew that evaluating their instructional decision making would allow us to discern
reasons why they chose to integrate writing. With this, our coding focused on
identifying the rationales that were described in teachers’ reflections. In other
words, each meaningful unit of data (e.g., segments such as phrases, sentences, or
paragraphs) related to why teachers integrated writing was assigned a code. An
open-ended approach to coding was used (Saldana, 2016) that was guided by the
study aim of identifying reasons that teachers integrated writing. The data sources
were considered line-by-line, and both teachers’ latent and semantic statements
were documented (Braun & Clarke, 2012). More specifically, we included
statements in which teachers overtly mentioned reasons (e.g., “I choose to use
writing in this way because…”), as well as statements that alluded to reasoning.
Codes took the form of one-word descriptive codes (e.g., “collaboration”) and what
Saldana (2016) refers to as “InVivo” codes, where phrases are taken directly from
participants (e.g., “collaborative writing used as a support”).
For cross case analyses, we created a master table. The coded data for each
individual teacher was compared to find commonalities across teachers. In other
words, we listed all the codes for each teacher to identify how the reasons teachers
described for using writing were similar. Consistent with thematic analysis
procedures, each data source was reviewed across all four teachers to determine
cross-case themes (e.g., the surveys for all teachers were considered and later the
journal prompt responses for all teachers were considered) (Braun & Clarke, 2012).
While the observations and instructional logs were reviewed, they were not coded,
as the purpose for both was providing teachers with snapshots of their instruction
on which to reflect. A total of 12 interview transcripts, 12 surveys, and 80 reflections
and journal prompt responses were reviewed multiple times. After the data sources
were saturated, as determined by no different codes emerging, all codes from the
master table were closely compared and contrasted. It was apparent that teachers
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were explaining their rationales for writing as related to benefits for 1. their
students; or 2. themselves and their pedagogy. Thus, the data were organized
around these two categories. To make sense of both the student benefits and the
teacher benefits presented in the data, codes within each of these two primary
categories were collapsed (Saldana, 2016), leaving the following cross-case themes:
1. increased independence on writing tasks; 2. increased disciplinary understandings; 3. better understanding of learning processes; 4. more attentive planning.
In the final phase of analysis, we read and reread the four case studies numerous
times to further consider cross-case findings. We returned to the within case
analyses to confirm that cross-case themes did indeed capture the unique reasons
teachers provided for integrating writing. Creating an outline of potential findings
that included participant quotes and counterevidence helped us to confirm the
cross-case findings. Table 3 below is an abbreviated representation of this process
and includes representative ideas from each teacher not represented elsewhere to
better illustrate the themes. Because the teachers reflected in a variety of ways over
an extended period, a number of outlier categories emerged from their reflections,
such as their opinions about high-stakes assessments and their past experiences as
writers. As a principle of thematic analysis, Braun and Clarke (2012), these categories
were removed, as they were deemed unimportant to the research question being
studied.

4. Within Case Findings - Writing Rationales from Each Content Area Teacher
The aim of this study was to explore teacher reflections to determine why teachers
integrate writing frequently. This study’s primary finding was that teachers
described a myriad of benefits that impacted their decision to frequently integrate
writing. When explaining their rationales for integrating writing frequently, the
teachers’ reflections centered on student and pedagogical benefits, as leading
contributors to their writing integration. In other words, teachers were making
decisions to amplify the benefits of integrating writing. Teachers found that writing
integration led to increased independence on writing tasks and increased
disciplinary understandings, as well as a better understanding of student learning
processes and more attentive planning. While each of the teachers were committed
to writing integration, each teachers’ instructional decision making related to
frequent writing offers unique takeaways. Each teacher approached writing
differently based on what they felt was appropriate for their students and their
content area. Thus, our findings first report the reasons described by each content
area teacher for integrating writing, including their perspectives on student benefits
and pedagogical benefits. Later, we look across the teachers’ reflections to
investigate cross-case themes.
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4.1 Biology I - Jennifer
Jennifer explained several benefits of daily writing that she recognized in her
Biology course – connections between concepts and processes, increased
willingness to write, analysis of challenging discipline-specific texts, and
opportunities for differentiation and scaffolding.

Student Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision Making
When asked to describe if and how she felt daily writing was impacting her students
over the quarter, Jennifer mentioned students’ increasing Biology knowledge.
Jennifer found that through their writing, her students “better comprehend[ed]
content,” as they engaged in thoroughly analyzing concepts and processes and
making connections between them, which made Biology “less foreign.” Later in
the quarter, when reviewing the writing portion of her Student Learning Objectives
(SLO) Assessment, Jennifer mentioned a “crying moment” when she noticed the
students’ application of content knowledge and connection-making across
concepts:
At the end of the term, they had to write an essay about why we have excess
carbon in the atmosphere and how humans made it that way. Some students
went into full detail about the carbon cycle and all the processes humans are
engaging in, such as burning fossil fuels and burning forests. Their
explanations showed a very high-level understanding of climate change…I
was very impressed with the various concepts analyzed but also the
environmental implications explained. I taught each of these pieces
separately, but they really brought it all together for me in their writing. I
would say three fourths of my students got full credit, and it was a crying
moment.
In addition to being pleased with students’ analysis in their writing, on several
occasions throughout the term, Jennifer perceived that her students had an
increased willingness to “just get out the paper and write.” She mentioned this as
she reflected on her students’ writing over the 10-week period:
They grew during the first quarter…The more that I worked with them, I
noticed that when I gave them paper and asked for a few lines, or when I
asked them to write a few paragraphs on a test, they could do it. We gradually
built up to that. They knew they had to write, and it became ok…The growth
just from one month to the next is pretty cool.
At the conclusion of the quarter, Jennifer was enthusiastic in reporting that her
students were producing academic texts in Biology more independently.
Jennifer also attributed her students’ analysis of challenging discipline-specific
texts to their frequent writing about Biology. More specifically, Jennifer predicted
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the improvements were a result of the additional exposure to and practice with
science vocabulary through their writing. She felt that because the academic
vocabulary in science is such an important aspect of disciplinary understanding,
students’ use of vocabulary promoted their understanding of science terms.
Jennifer stated,
It’s the application of academic vocabulary that makes the difference…They
recognize and understand academic vocabulary words better. They don’t
look so lost during lecture. If we discuss genetics, for example, this can be
environmentally changed. This phenotype can be environmentally modified.
They are able to make those meaningful connections between the academic
terms.
Writing was also a way to have students relate science concepts to the real world,
to their lives, and to new and unfamiliar situations, which ultimately led to deeper
application of the content. One example of this was her use of songs. Students
listened to and read the lyrics of various songs, and then wrote about and analyzed
Biology concepts. “Big Yellow Taxi” by Joni Mitchell, for example, allowed students
to explore environmental issues. Another aspect of writing important to Jennifer
was ensuring that students had choice and used a combination of writing and
images to portray meaning.

Pedagogical Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
Using writing frequently was also a way to seamlessly differentiate and scaffold to
promote students’ disciplinary understandings. One specific writing assignment
that Jennifer’s students engaged in had the purpose of explaining symbiosis.
Students completed this writing after having taken notes, watched a video, and
written in their science journals about the concepts. She provided options for
students to show what they knew that included a poster, a news article, and a short
story. Students also chose one of three types of symbiosis to focus on, while still
attending to the other two in their writing. They worked individually but were
allowed to complete online research from their phones and use their notes to
support their writing.
In addition to using writing as a scaffold, Jennifer had also shifted her writing
purposes from “more basic recall” in previous years to having students explain,
describe, and apply their knowledge through writing. Jennifer considered writing
imperative to assessment because she admitted that speaking with every single
student as regularly as she hoped to assess them was simply unrealistic. She could,
however, evaluate their understanding through writing, which was concurrently
reinforcing their learning. Jennifer also admitted that talking to each student
individually everyday was not feasible, but having students write for formative
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assessments helped her feel more comfortable about student progress. Moreover,
after reviewing student writing, Jennifer was able to grasp what concepts to revisit.
Daily writing led Jennifer to understanding her students’ needs better than she ever
had, as she demonstrates below:

Researcher: Your use of writing on assessments…Do you think that's been
similar or different to other years in Biology?

Jennifer: I'm doing a lot more formative assessments this year than I ever
have before. I'm trying to pick it up quickly, and it's leading to a lot more
work and struggle on my part, but I think I know the kids a lot better than I
ever have. And I can go over to a student and not only know who they are
but know a little bit about how they think. So I can give them-- like even write
down a little guide for them on the side of their paper to help them think
about things.

4.2 Precalculus with Trigonometry - Ashley
In her math course, Ashley felt that students learning concepts beyond
memorization and having awareness of their thinking throughout the learning
process, as well as understanding Precalculus, were benefits of frequent writing.
She also found writing both as a useful instructional support and an assessment
tool.

Student Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decisions Making
Ashley described her frequent use of writing as supporting students in thinking
more deeply about math concepts. This transition of moving students beyond
memorization, to understanding what they were doing, as well as how and why, was
the impetus for Ashley’s writing integration. She believed that writing forced
students to contemplate concepts on a deeper level and helped them understand
“what it meant to explain in math and not just show.” She detailed the most
meaningful writing of the semester as when students had to describe, in detail, how
to graph a polynomial function without actually graphing the function. She felt this
“really got them thinking about what I was asking them to do and what it meant to
graph, to actually execute that skill.”
When talking about pushing students to think more deeply, Ashley recounted
how some students were displeased with the writing on their first test, as well as
her feedback, because they were accustomed to only being held accountable for
solving the problems, with no expectation of explanations:
I noticed with some of these other questions, like the horizontal asymptote
especially, they just-- some of them just memorize. So I would be like, ‘Well,
what do N and M actually stand for?’ And some of them did explain it. But
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it was interesting, because some of them just put the letters, and I wrote, ‘I
don't know what that means.’ And so some of them kind of got mad at that.
But I said, ‘Well, you're not telling me what N and M actually are. They could
be anything.’ And so, I think for them, too, it allowed them to see, ‘Oh, I have
to be more specific in what I write.’
Later in the semester, Ashley noticed her students’ willingness to write. When the
quarter concluded, she reflected, “Students definitely didn't want to ‘write in math.’
Once they realized it wasn't going away, they stopped complaining and were able
to do it.” Her students became “used to the writing that [she was] asking of them.”
Ashley also detailed the way students wrote about the concepts they were learning
in class; she noted their level of detail, which she perceived as becoming more
substantial over the quarter as they continued to write frequently.
Pushing students’ thought processes before, during, and after their problem
solving was also an affordance of frequent writing for Ashley. Over the quarter, she
experimented with integrating writing at various points in her lessons to promote
disciplinary understanding. When describing her students’ understanding of
asymptotes, she spoke about the efficacy of having students explain the concept in
writing first, before they moved on to practice problems:
The one where they had to explain their asymptotes, 90% of them did the
problem correctly if they could explain the idea correctly first. Which is
really good because asymptotes are a hard thing for kids to grasp. This is why
we really wanted to get them thinking about it and putting it in their own
words first.
Another example Ashley reported was a quotation mingle. Students first described
in writing how to graph a polynomial function, and then as they constructed the
graph, they verbally explained the process to another student, or “mingled.” She
believed that writing about math concepts was a precursor to executing problems
correctly, as she found that being able to write about concepts usually meant
students could also correctly apply those concepts. Additionally, Ashley utilized
writing after problem solving to have students reflect on their own learning. While
she found student self-assessments to be helpful, she considered them an
empowering exercise for her students as well: “If nothing else, even if I don't get
much out of it, they got something out of it, which is really what it's about. It was
about them reflecting on their mathematical practice and their tests.” Another way
she empowered students to engage with math language was presenting to the class.
She stated that students would learn and better remember the content “if they're
teaching it and they're making the connections…that's where the discussions and
the writing and the explaining, all of that comes together."
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Pedagogical Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
In discussions about including writing both as an instructional support and an
assessment tool, Ashley found the use of writing valuable to her own understanding
of students’ learning. She stated that writing clarified the way students were
thinking about and understanding Precalculus. She provided an example of how
useful seeing students’ thought process through their writing was to her:
It's really interesting for me to see how their thought process works. Because
there's the way I explain it, but some of them take it and internalize it
differently. Which is not wrong…And then, it's funny seeing how more indepth-- you can tell how their different brains work-- because some of them
will go more in-depth. Some of them will bullet. Some of them will number,
like, ‘First I did this, then I did this.’ I like it because I really get to see how
they make connections. And some of the connections-- our asymptote
problems, some of them got them mixed up.
More specifically, by using their writing to have a clearer understanding of the
students’ thinking, Ashley was able to parse out the nuances of their
comprehension of math concepts. If students had only memorized certain steps,
for example, or if they had mastery of applying the concept in various situations, it
became clear through their writing. This allowed her to target where students had
made connections and “where [she] could get their thinking to go deeper.” An
example was one quiz in which students demonstrated their understanding of
whether a relation was a function. Looking at the parts of the definition students
connected to in their written responses, Ashley was able to attend to
misconceptions.
Another pedagogical benefit of daily writing that Ashley mentioned was finding
herself more aware than ever of the writing used in her lessons. After integrating
writing daily for an extended period, she found herself more conscious of
continually trying to find new, additional ways to add more writing to her
instruction. She felt that heightened awareness led to more conscious and
purposeful instructional decision making. The more she was using writing, the
more attentively she contemplated the “how” related to her writing use. Ashley
strived to ensure that she was not only having students write often but was having
them write to serve specific disciplinary purposes. She admitted this “seamless
integration” was a challenge, but she never wanted to approach writing in a way
that left students “not understanding the why or making the connection
themselves.”
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4.3 American Studies (English) – Brittany
Through consistent writing practice, students were working towards the
overarching disciplinary goals for Brittany’s course, which she explained as hinging
on the interconnectedness of literature and history. Brittany worked to equalize
the time her students spent using writing to internalize content from literature and
history and the time students spent developing as writers. She interpreted the first
portion of the quarter as focused on writing to learn “since students are using
writing to show me what they know/understand about the content”. With a formal
essay following that week, she described an upcoming shift in her writing focus to
learning to write. She closed this reflection stating, “I’m hoping to find more
balance between the two.” This balance was challenging with the number of texts
that were a necessary part of her course.
Analyzing texts meant that response to literature was a recurring way that
Brittany’s students engaged in writing. A few weeks into the quarter, she explained
what she felt like was a causal relationship between her students’ writing and
reading performance:
Anecdotally I saw a connection between students' reading and writing,
especially
when compared to the beginning of the year. Most students
improved in their ability to write a claim about a text and support it with
evidence from the text.
By improving in their claim writing and use of evidence from texts, Brittany’s
students continued to analyze and understand challenging texts in American
Studies. According to Brittany, by the end of the quarter, her students were
negotiating the challenging texts she presented them, as they continued writing
both collaboratively and independently in response to the texts. In one of her
interviews, Brittany stated, “It was exciting because they're hard texts and to be able
to do that with them, especially with Colonial and Puritan time periods…They were
able to begin to [analyze the texts] on their own.” Brittany valued that through
writing, students explored texts more deeply. Subsequently, she felt their
understanding of disciplinary concepts was strengthened by and through the act of
writing.
Brittany also discussed the power of having students write in a variety of forms,
including more practical reasons that are rooted in real world purposes. She felt
that the podcast script assignment her students completed was valuable for its
practicality and the experience it gave them preparing a more formal proposal, on
which they took time to fine tune their ideas. Brittany saw the value of having
students write for the purpose of reacting to issues that were happening around
them. She felt that connecting the texts to the world and to themselves, offered
students opportunities to examine issues and be empowered by responding to
them:
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I want them to understand that no text is written in a vacuum. The author is
responding to something that happened in their life and in society and,
therefore,
is writing about it and hoping people will read it, and respond
to it, and really think about those deep issues. So, I'm hoping that they can
respond to the text through
their own writing and put their two cents in.
Another benefit that Brittany saw of frequent writing was giving students time for
free writing. Brittany realized that as her students read their student-chosen novels
and freely responded in writing to those texts each day, they gradually produced
lengthier and more in-depth responses. On a reflection toward the end of the
quarter, Brittany indicated:
The biggest reward was seeing students enjoy reading their books and enjoy
writing about them daily. I see a lot of kids writing longer and longer
responses each day as they get into their books, which is really exciting to
see.

Pedagogical Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
Brittany felt that by having students write consistently, her repertoire of writing
instruction expanded, and she had become more willing to take risks. According to
Brittany,
Daily writing has made me more aware of the types of writing I use in my
classroom and has helped me try to step out of my comfort zone and try
newer ways of doing things. It has made me more mindful of what writing I
value most in the classroom and what I want my students to be able to do by
the end of the year.
Brittany’s stronger awareness of her writing practice also caused her to plan more
purposefully, “as opposed to just doing it because it's what I've always done.” Daily
writing made her aware of specific ways she wanted to improve her writing
instruction. For example, at the beginning of the year she often felt like the writing
she used was “…minimal on the DOK levels. However, as the year progressed, and
we got deeper into American history, and I feel like the types of writing intensified.”
She later stated that using writing every day reminded her that quality and
meaningful writing integration can be easier than she once thought.

4.4 Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. History - Craig
When reflecting on the benefits Craig saw play out as a result of frequent writing,
he discussed students getting ample writing practice and gaining content
knowledge. Daily writing also allowed Craig to better evaluate student writing and
be more deliberate about his writing plans.
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Student Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision Making
In AP U.S. History, Craig saw daily writing as deepening disciplinary understandings
in terms of pushing students in writing and in content. Craig felt the pressure to
both teach content and writing skill and find unity amongst the two. He chose
writing topics that would help students “authentically engage in deconstructing
historians' work.” In an early written reflection, Craig stated,
This week was learning to write, mostly format and technique. This will
morph into more learning to write and writing to learn as the students will
have to learn and write concurrently in the future.
He viewed writing as “a way of internalizing.” One way this played out for his
students was the connections they were making across time periods. After shifting
from a focus on the multiple-choice portion of the AP exam last year to a more
writing-rich approach this year, Craig noticed an increase in his students’ content
knowledge only three weeks into the quarter. Comparing the two, he revealed:
I feel like looking at the score reports and the analysis from the College
Board, [last year’s students] couldn't make the big connections to disparate
areas of US history. This year, they write on every quiz, whereas, last year
they never wrote on quizzes just because I was trying to get them ready, with
a focus on multiple choice. So, this year you can already see them making
bigger connections across time periods…So after that first quiz, they were
like, oh. I've really got to know this stuff because this is different…
Craig mentioned another concrete example of this several weeks later. He had
students write up a comparison, contemplating socioeconomic class, of Bacon's
Rebellion and Shays’ Rebellion, which are 100 years apart. He reflected: “Most of
them did really well. I was pleased. This was a pretty challenging prompt and most
of them got it. They've been doing a good job on their quizzes.”
His focus on formal writing early in the quarter, and the use of daily writing, was
in part driven by Craig’s displeasure with AP exam scores from the previous year,
and his quest to try out a new method in the current year. Craig stated that his
decision to shift his practice this year to include more writing was driven by two
assumptions – students needed more writing practice and students would gain
content knowledge by writing more frequently. He stated that at the beginning of
the year, “Some of my students could verbally express themselves at a higher level
than they can when writing.” However, he thought that daily writing led to students
being able to articulate their ideas more willingly and capably in writing.
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Pedagogical Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
Craig was continually searching for ways to better understand his students’ learning
processes as writers. He struggled with time constraints and the tension to find a
manageable system for feedback and grading that was reasonable with the timeline
of AP preparation. At the same time, his students desired frequent feedback.
Efficient ways to track student writing over time was a common topic of discussion.
He had various ideas for approaching this goal, but he questioned their efficacy
based on the number of students in his four AP U.S. History sections (150). The daily
use of writing allowed Craig to determine trends in his students’ writing to explore
in class, as well as realize gaps in the writing assignments themselves that may need
attention. He adjusted his instruction to account for both.
Craig similarly described using writing daily as resulting in “more focused
planning day to day.” This focus then required him to be more creative in attempts
to integrate writing each day. Craig slowly became more deliberate about his
writing plans over the term as well, a goal he set early in the year. He thought of the
quarter as a combination of the old and the new; he referred to “the old” as the
requirements of the College Board for what his students were to be proficient in by
May. “The new” was his formatting and sequence of instruction. According to Craig,
he “made a more conscious effort this year to pre-plan how the different writing
activities link together.”

5. Cross-Case Findings and Discussion
The purpose of this multicase study was to explore secondary content area
teachers’ reflections, as related to their experiences with frequently integrating
writing into content area lessons. More specifically, we looked to determine the
reasons why teachers who integrate writing frequently do so. Previous research
documents that many teachers value writing, but their writing practice is still
sometimes limited (Applebee & Langer, 2011; Graham et al., 2014). As evidenced by
the within-case findings above, each of our teachers was invested in implementing
frequent writing integration. The “routinization” of writing was nonnegotiable.
Because of this, teachers were able to see the benefits of writing on a regular basis.
Teachers reflected on distinct student benefits and pedagogical benefits that
impacted their instructional decision making related to frequent writing. Below we
describe themes from across the teachers’ instructional decision making related to
increased independence on writing tasks and increased disciplinary
understandings, as well as a better understanding of student learning processes and
more attentive planning.
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5.1 Student Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
When looking at commonalities across the teachers’ instructional decision making,
their reflections highlighted the ways students benefited from writing frequently.
The teachers’ commitment to frequent writing integration was rooted in their
realization that any negative or challenging associations they may have with writing
were outweighed by the student benefits. While the teachers were each
knowledgeable about research on the impacts of writing, their reflections
documented that frequent writing itself increased their buy-in, as it allowed them
to see and experience the student benefits. This suggests that teachers’ theoretical
orientations toward writing, or their perspectives on the nature of knowledge and
learning (McCarthey & Mkhize, 2013), may be more influential to their instructional
decision making than other beliefs or knowledge related to writing. Each teacher
had slightly different notions of learning related to understanding content,
developing habits of mind, and enacting disciplinary practices, yet they all detailed
explicit ways their writing integration afforded advantages to their students. Table
3 includes a few ways that frequent writing benefitted students. Students increased
their independence on writing tasks and enhanced their disciplinary
understandings. Teachers described these student benefits as influencing their
decision to continue integrating writing.

Increased Independence on Writing Tasks
As our teachers integrated writing frequently and reflected on their practice, they
found value in students’ writing independence. Early in the quarter, teachers were
asked about their students’ writing skills in comparison to the expectations for
writing in their courses. Each teacher only slightly agreed that their students were
on par at the beginning of the year to perform adequately on writing tasks.
However, over the quarter, the teachers reflected on their students’ advancement
with independent writing skills. Using frequent writing, teachers observed their
students progressively take ownership of their writing as they developed
independent writing skills throughout the quarter. This aligns with Gillespie and
colleagues (2014) suggestion that writing can encourage a learner’s autonomy.
Frequent writing integration meant that students were participating in writing
routines during each class session. This suggests the teachers were engaging
students in a range of tasks and audiences over shorter and extended time, as
required by the CCSS (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). These writing routines also helped
legitimize writing for students. Despite the nature of the course (e.g., AP U.S.
History versus Biology I), students slowly realized that writing was the norm. For
example, Ashley’s students realized this as they were required to show their
understanding of mathematical concepts on assessments through writing (Hand &
Prain, 2002).
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Table 3. Selected Student Benefits of Frequent Writing That Represent Cross-Case Themes
Student Benefits of Frequent Writing
Increased Independence
Teacher
Jennifer

Increased Disciplinary

on Writing Tasks

Understandings

● Analyzing and synthesizing

● Making connections between

concepts more independently

concepts, real world applications, and

through writing

their personal lives

● Having more willingness to write

● Applying content knowledge as

daily

they reflect and analyze through
writing

Ashley

Brittany

Craig

● Improving the culture of writing in

● Including clearer explanations of

a math class

problem solving through writing

● Engaging in writing routines in each

● Describing how to graph functions

class session

before and after graphing

● Improving their ability to locate

● Including depth and different

evidence in texts they read

perspectives in their writing to

● Learning about a topic, creating a

explain content

product in response to it, and helping

● Analyzing events and using

their classmates better understand

multiple primary source documents

the topic

when writing

● Developing dispositions of good

● Comparing socioeconomic class

writers

across time through collaborative

● Becoming familiar with the AP

writing

writing genre

● Analytically categorizing content
primary source documents in their
writing

The culture of writing these teachers had established in their classes appeared to
boost their students’ willingness to write. Extending the previous finding that the
amount of time students spent writing is related to the quality of their writing
(Graham et al., 2016), frequent writing also led to students in this study producing
written products with increasing levels of substance. Each teacher identified their
students’ writing as becoming longer (Brittany), more detailed (Ashley and
Jennifer), or both (Craig). Frequent writing was valued by the teachers for its
contribution to students’ independent writing skills; yet teachers only minimally
mentioned that daily writing better prepared students to write in ways similar to
experts in their discipline (e.g., Quitadamo & Kurtz, 2007; Quitadamo et al., 2008).
This leaves us wondering how more discipline-specific writing was considered as
part of teachers’ decision making around writing and if teachers' continued use of
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frequent writing might contribute to a focus on apprenticing students into
disciplinary writing (Moje, 2015). Despite teachers’ rationales for using writing often
lacking priority on expert writing practices, our teachers did find that writing
enhanced students’ disciplinary understandings.

Increased Disciplinary Understandings
Deepened disciplinary understanding was recognized by each of the four teachers
as a benefit of daily writing. Like Graham and colleagues’ (2020) meta-analysis
findings, there were no perceived differences in the effectiveness of writing to
improve student learning based on discipline or grade level in this study. However,
building content knowledge was defined and approached in various ways by each
teacher. Likewise, teachers leveraged writing differently and perceived distinctive
student benefits of writing as related to their discipline. Jennifer and Brittany, for
example, found writing to reinforce real world applications of their content. This
instructional rationale alludes to the notion by Shanahan (2008) that to engage in
U.S. economic, social, and civic life, students must understand how to engage in
advanced literacy practices. Ashley and Craig, on the other hand, saw writing as a
way of internalizing content more deeply, such as making connections across
content learned (Graham et al. 2012) and reflecting on learning (Applebee & Langer,
2013). Writing daily was valued as a means of learning for students in each teacher’s
classroom. Writing integration helped students learn new concepts and ideas with
more depth. In addition to developing stronger conceptual knowledge of the
important concepts in each content area, our teachers noticed their students were
able to make more meaningful connections between those concepts, as well as
more meaningfully engage with disciplinary texts.
Teachers witnessed their students deepening their understanding of
disciplinary content, contexts, and texts. This finding is similar to intervention
studies showing that through writing tasks, a student’s ability to engage in
disciplinary practices, such as rhetoric, improves (Wright, et al., 2019). Additionally,
Graham and Herbert (2010) found that writing about content improves students'
reading comprehension, reading fluency, and word reading. Brittany attributed her
students engaging more deeply with disciplinary texts, in part, to her students'
practice with claims and evidence and their writing. Similarly, Van Drie and
colleagues (2015) found that discipline-specific writing instruction improved
students’ historical reasoning. Jennifer explained her students' application of
discipline-specific vocabulary in their writing as building a bridge to their
understanding of disciplinary texts. The teachers recognized that, when students
frequently wrote about concepts and texts, their understanding and analyses
became more robust. Teachers recognized the role of disciplinary vocabulary in
disciplinary learning (Townsend et al., 2020), and felt their students’ application of
vocabulary when writing promoted their understanding of disciplinary concepts
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and subsequently disciplinary texts. This finding extends previous research on
writing to learn, which has in part confirmed students’ ability to simply reproduce
knowledge. Further, teacher survey data collected across the U.S. showed that while
more than half of teachers applied a number of writing to learn strategies monthly,
few teachers directly taught the strategies, and most strategies did not require
students to think deeply about the material they were learning (Ray et al. 2015). The
teachers in the study were committed to using a variety of writing strategies to push
student thinking; a primary reason for continuing their use of writing was the
benefits they saw related to their students’ disciplinary understanding. As students
grew and learned through frequent writing, teachers' decisions to include writing
were less challenging - they knew they were going to include it and just made it
work.

5.2 Pedagogical Benefits of Frequent Writing That Guided Teacher Decision
Making
Our teachers engaged in daily documentation of their practice and reflection on
their writing practice – weekly, monthly, and looking more broadly over the quarter.
This approach allowed for both reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action
(Schon, 1983). After reflecting for one quarter, our teachers planned to not only
sustain their writing integration, but to continue pushing themselves to critique
what they were doing and why. This finding suggests that an implicit pedagogical
benefit was teachers’ decision-making process was eased as teachers integrated
more writing. Their thought processes became less about "will I fit writing into this
lesson?" and more about "how will I integrate writing into this lesson?" If we
provide teachers with the time and space to experiment with research-based
writing practices strategically and thoughtfully and reflect on this process, the
pedagogical benefits they experience can lead to implementation of best practices.
According to our teachers, reflective practice related to frequent writing merited
pedagogical benefits including renewing their commitment to regular writing,
promoting a critical approach to instructional decision making (Ghanizadeh &
Moafian, 2011), and benefiting their pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman,
1986). While the purpose of this study did not include using teachers’ reflections to
document their learning, we argue that our data evidenced the influence of
reflection-in-action (Schon, 1983) and supports the notion that teacher practice can
be viewed as moment-by-moment learning. Having students engage in consistent
writing led teachers to a clearer understanding of their students’ learning processes
and a more focused and thoughtful approach to planning.

Better Understanding of Student Learning Processes
A pedagogical benefit teachers experienced from frequent writing was feeling that
they better understood their students. This alludes to what Hattie (2009) describes
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as “visible learning” (p. 22). In other words, teachers saw writing as making their
students’ learning more visible to them and making their teaching more visible to
students (Biggs & Tang, 2011). Hand and Prain (2002) found that teachers tended to
perceive the primary purpose of writing to be assessing students’ knowledge after
learning. However, after trying out a range of writing types and purposes, teachers
noticed student writing could reveal students’ emerging understandings as well.
Through formative assessment in written form, as well as writing for other
purposes, our teachers were able to better determine what their students knew,
how they were learning, and where gaps needed filling. While Troia and Maddox
(2004) found variation in student abilities and the challenge of meeting many
students’ needs as barriers to writing integration, our teachers viewed writing itself
as a way to mediate challenges with differentiation. For Craig, this was true as he
explored the most useful feedback to give individual students, and for Jennifer, this
was true as used writing techniques to scaffold for differing student needs.
Teachers knew their students better and were able to push students’ thinking
further through the use of writing. Like the teachers in Hand and Prain’s (2002)
study, who felt student writing gave them an accurate picture of student thinking,
writing offered our teachers a closer look at when students had misconceptions
that needed to be addressed. Teachers were continually looking at ways to
understand their students’ learning processes in more nuanced ways, and this
informed their decision making around planning lessons.

Planning More Attentively
While analyzing teacher strategy use was beyond the scope of this study, our
teachers attributed pedagogical benefits to frequent writing use, one of which was
more attentive planning. The teachers explored specific ways to link writing to the
tasks in their discipline (Brozo & Crain, 2017), which suggests they were thoughtful
in their choice and teaching of writing strategies. Similar findings from Carter and
colleagues (2016) in a study looking at professional learning related to academic
language instruction, showed that teachers viewed reflection as first bringing
heightened awareness to their practice, which was then a primary contributor to
their planning. Each of the four teachers mentioned that they were looking to
improve their practice, in relation to writing and overall. When it came to what was
working for their students, what was not, and how they could use this in their
planning, the teachers consistently evaluated themselves in a variety of ways.
The teachers’ evaluative stance was evidence of their openness to better plan to
meet the needs of their students. For Ashley, this meant identifying precise points
in her lessons to embed writing where she thought students would experience the
most impact, as related to her disciplinary objective. For Brittany, this meant getting
outside of her comfort zone and integrating writing in new and different ways. Just
the commitment to maintaining daily writing also helped the teachers work toward
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purposeful integration of writing into their lessons. Part of their evaluative stance
involved recognizing the types of writing and writing instruction that they were and
were not using, and this ultimately expanded their repertoire for writing in their
content areas. Finally, daily writing influenced teachers’ planning by helping them
be more mindful of offering authentic writing experiences and aligning writing
more closely with their disciplinary goals.

6. Future Research
Educators and researchers agree that writing in secondary classrooms is important
for students, yet years of research indicates the amount and depth of writing
continues to be dismal. Our study looked at the instructional decision making of
teachers who are committed to frequent writing integration. Findings suggest that
committing to frequent writing integration can (1) enhance students’ writing and
disciplinary knowledge, and (2) enrich teacher knowledge related to supporting
students’ writing practices and using writing as a tool for learning in the content
areas. While these findings provide meaningful insights on why teachers choose to
integrate writing frequently, we were also left with several questions for future
research. To ensure that secondary students are supported with writing in ways that
will ensure disciplinary learning and ensure college and career readiness,
continued research on writing and writing instruction in secondary classrooms is
vital.
First, how do teachers define learning and writing in their content areas? It
appeared that each teacher in this study had slightly different notions of learning - some of which focused on content, some on developing habits of mind, some on
engaging in disciplinary practices, and some on test preparation (e.g., AP History).
The benefits of frequent writing that teachers described were often attached to
their contexts, implying they viewed writing and learning through the lens of being
a participant in their unique environment. According to Borko (2004), the contexts
in which teachers are situated influence what and how they learn, as well as how
their conceptions of learning inform their practice. We also wonder about teachers’
perceptions of their work in relation to other disciplinary experts in their field. Lillge
(2012) cited the disconnect between content area teachers and disciplinary experts
as a roadblock to writing integration. This was reinforced by our finding that little
of the teachers’ instructional decision-making involved discipline-specific ways of
writing like experts. Teachers’ perceived positioning can contribute to the way they
view learning and writing, as well as their priorities when teaching. Like Munby
(1989), we reject the idea that Schon’s reflection-in-action is the sole source of
professional knowledge and growth. So, in addition to teacher experiences, what
characteristics contribute to their uptake or rejection of frequent writing?
A related consideration is the correlation between specific teacher and student
outcomes and increased writing frequency. Wright and colleagues (2019) found that
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students with low writing motivation and disciplinary knowledge had the most
significant gains from their writing intervention. Thus, a quantitative look at
motivation and achievement outcomes in classrooms where writing is integrated
frequently, for example, may be a meaningful next step for researchers. To extend
the work of Wilcox and Jeffrey (2015), who looked at English learners’ stances
toward writing in the content areas, more research on the intersection of teacher
and student perspectives on writing in the content areas would offer a meaningful
contribution to the current literature base. Further, researchers should consider the
relationship of teachers’ beliefs and instructional decision making to the success of
both typically achieving and struggling writers, as well as students of various ethnic
and linguistic backgrounds, across the content areas. While the teachers in our
study were evaluating their purposes for writing, we wonder how their students
viewed these purposes, and if and how these views may have contributed to their
writing and learning.
Next, how might we shift the writing paradigm in teacher education programs
and professional learning initiatives toward a stronger commitment to frequent use
of writing? Approaching writing from a value-added perspective, as opposed to
approaching writing as a policy requirement, could have powerful implications.
Additionally, while teachers need to know the effective components (Klein &
Boscolo, 2016) of writing in the content areas, real shifts in practice can occur if
teachers experience writing as a support for both the disciplinary learning and
independent writing habits necessary for college and career readiness. When our
teachers saw the benefits of writing over time, their buy-in deepened. We suggest
that writing practice is impacted by teacher beliefs about writing, but practice can
also impact perceptions and beliefs. The power of direct experience to shape
teacher beliefs and practice is documented in research using teacher reflection
(Tillema, 2000) and experiential learning (Kolb, 1984). Teacher education programs
for secondary teacher candidates often include one literacy course in which writing
instruction is embedded. This may be leading to what Troia et al. (2011) found as
teachers having a narrow view of writing instruction. Portraying the importance of
writing in a way that highlights student benefits, in transparent and disciplinespecific ways, has the potential to encourage teachers in all content areas to
regularly integrate writing. The research reported here relied on surveys,
interviews, and reflections. Future research might consider collecting additional
forms of data, such as focus groups that would allow for teachers to engage in
dialogue about why they do or do not integrate writing frequently and how they
might improve their writing practice to better serve students.

7. Conclusions
Despite the benefits of writing and perhaps in light of the increased pressures
regarding writing in U.S. schools, the juxtaposition of challenge and reward present
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in Jennifer’s opening quote was not void throughout our teachers’ reflections. Our
data analysis prioritized exploring the reasons teachers described for integrating
frequent writing. The drive to consider the instructional decision making of these
particular teachers was rooted in our noticing that something was different about
them - they did not all claim to enjoy teaching writing or writing themselves.
Similarly, each of our teachers was not particularly confident in all aspects of
teaching writing. However, our data implied that the benefits teachers experienced
and saw their students experiencing overshadowed the challenges. While
integrating writing into each content area has been recognized as challenging for
student writers (Troia & Graham, 2003) and for teachers (O’Brien, Stewart, & Moje,
1995; Warren-King & Warren, 2013), the teachers in our study were committed. Our
teachers informed their pedagogy by setting goals and reflecting on their practice
and goals regularly. Using writing more often led to teachers striving to try even
more writing in their courses, which appeared to drive progressively more student
writing throughout the term.
While previous research notes that teacher beliefs about writing can (Moje,
2015; Troia et al., 2011) but sometimes do not (Li & Walsh, 2011; Phipps & Borg, 2009)
impact their practice, our study shows that this relationship is more complex. Our
findings highlight the iterative nature of beliefs and practice, within specific
contexts and disciplines, evidencing a bi-directional relationship. In other words,
teachers’ beliefs impacted their practice, but their practice also impacted their
beliefs. Reflecting on instructional decision making around writing showed that the
benefits teachers were experiencing from frequent writing were more impactful to
their decision-making processes than their beliefs or attitude toward writing.
Similarly, we argue that contextualized teacher inquiry (Fichtman & YendolSilva, 2003) can crystalize teachers’ understanding of student learning in ways that
are not afforded by traditional professional learning alone. When actually
experiencing the benefits of writing, the value of writing was no longer abstract to
our teachers. Having this concrete experience provided meaningful and
immediately usable information to push their student-centered approaches to
instruction forward. Thus, teachers who engage in frequent writing can be
positioned to serve as literacy leaders in their schools and districts to share with
other teachers the gains that writing can yield. While meaningful initiatives such as
the National Writing Project (NWP; Whitney & Sarraga-Lopez, 2019) are useful for
teachers, not all teachers are willing or able to engage in such initiatives.
Additionally, those teachers who are already committed to and skilled with writing
are oftentimes those that seek out targeted writing professional learning
experiences. However, we argue that all teachers can study their own practice, in
ways such as those presented in this study. This focus on exploring decision making
does not require a long-term commitment from teachers that may extend beyond
their school, their workload, or their already extensive responsibilities.
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Our findings offer a unique perspective on teachers’ decision making and buyin as related to writing - the perspective of teachers who are committed to and
engaging in frequent writing integration. This perspective offers implications for
school leaders, teacher educators, and teachers. First, school leaders and teacher
educators should view our results as an indication that despite any negative beliefs
or personal feelings toward writing that teachers may enter the field with, their
practice can still include meaningful writing routines. Second, when teachers are
invested in writing instruction because they have seen the benefits to their students
and to their teaching, it is more likely that their writing practice will be sustained.
Similarly, teacher candidates should be exposed to writing instruction in ways that
do not simply prioritize adherence to district expectations and policy mandates.
Further, if both teacher preparation programs and districts expect teachers to be
invested in writing instruction, their programs and initiatives should show an
enhanced commitment to supporting teachers with writing instruction. In sum,
when integrating writing frequently, teachers see distinct pedagogical benefits, and
more importantly, student benefits that impact their instructional decision making
related to writing. This relationship should be considered as we continue to explore
ways to ensure students leave secondary schools prepared for postsecondary
success.
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